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EMAIL 1  

Subject 1: Cancer is NOT a problem in this shantytown of 

Brazil – here’s why… 

Subject 2: No one HERE dies of cancer – where is this and 

why… 

No one here dies of cancer …  

Where is this and why?  
 

Dear <firstname> 

In virtually every town and every city across the world, 

people are dying of cancer. 

But for the people of the suburbs 

in the shantytown of Noiva-do-

Mar, Brazil, “Cancer is not a 

problem,” says Father Arno 

Reckziegel, the friar appointed to 

the suburban parish. 

“Or rather, it is a problem that has a solution,” says 

Father Reckziegel. 

“Everyone in this town knows the recipe. No one here 

dies of cancer because the recipe is not a secret. Only 

those who do not wish to live die of cancer in this town. If 

this disease is diagnosed, everyone knows the answer 

and everyone makes use of it. I and many others have 

witnessed simple folks getting cured of cancer every day.” 

CLICK HERE to read this amazing story  

Learn how a 5,000-year-old “recipe” discovered in Noiva-

do-Mar, Brazil has spared thousands from cancer. Make 

sure you don’t miss the part that shows you how, today, 

some of the best cancer centers and oncologists in the 

world have scientifically proven this all-natural formula -- 

and are prescribing it to cancer patients -- because it’s 

working. The recipe effectively stops the growth and 

spread of cancer.  

This is hard to believe but true. Thousands of people who 

once had cancer -- of all different types and even late-

stage cancer -- tried this recipe and are now living healthy, 

cancer-free lives.  
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Don’t delay. There’s not a person on earth who cannot 

benefit from this anti-cancer, immunity-boosting recipe. 

Read the full report now 

P.S. You may be wondering why you haven’t heard of this 

“cure” when so many people are dying of cancer every 

day. You’ll find towards the end of the report why this is. 

 

EMAIL 2  

Subject 1: We owe my mom’s cancer recovery to this… 

Subject 2: “Not a trace of cancer ANYWHERE in her 

body!” Report reveals how… 

 

Dear <firstname> 

“Not a trace of cancer anywhere in her body! 

We owe my mom's health and recovery  

to this heaven-sent tonic.”  

 

If you or someone you love has cancer, you know how 

terrifying that path is. Sadly, most of us will walk down this 

path… 

The World Cancer Organization reports that ONE in FOUR 

men and ONE in FIVE women die from cancer every year; 

and that, by 2030, over 21 million people worldwide are 

expected die from cancer. At a time when we desperately 

need advances in medicine to work, the reality is that 

traditional cancer treatments are failing miserably. 

But for thousands who have taken an anti-cancer “recipe” 

discovered in Brazil, their cancer experiences have taken a 

very different path and have a very different ending -- 

like this woman, whose mother was dying of stage IV 

cancer… 

  

“During chemo my mom didn't experience any 

chemo side effects. She was not nauseous, did not 

lose her hair, or lose any weight. It was the opposite 

of all the chemo nightmares you hear. Her hair only 

thinned, but she still had a full head of hair, her 

blood levels were always perfect. The doctor was 

always dumbfounded at her results every time he 

saw her and her blood was drawn.  
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To make this long story short my mom's chemo 

was cut short and the doctor decided to test her 

after her 3rd cycle. 

 

My mom had her PET scan and the scan came 

back NEGATIVE. There was not a trace of 

cancer anywhere in her body! Her doctor is still 

amazed and she is still doing great today, years 

later.”  

 

We owe my mom's health and recovery to this 

heaven-sent tonic.”  

 

-- Excerpted from a letter from Jocelyn Chang, New 

Jersey, sent to Luis Quiroz Ravines of 

themiracleofsharing.org 

GO HERE to find learn more about this anti-cancer 

“recipe.”  

 

EMAIL 3  

Subject 1: Best way to help your body fight cancer and 

other disease… 

Subject 2: This is crucial when treating Cancer… 

 

“This substance crucial when treating Cancer”  

Dear <firstname> 

Most medical doctors agree that the immune system is 
capable of healing just about anything -- IF it's not 
suppressed. And it is a widely accepted medical belief that, 
when your immune system is working correctly, it's 
impossible to get cancer -- or any other disease, for that 
matter. 

However, it is also a well-established fact that a depleted, 
worn-out, under-energized immune system is not capable 
of killing cancer cells, especially 
as fast as they multiply.    

What you might not know is that 
there’s a Brazillian anti-cancer 
“recipe” that people all over the 
world have been taking to help 
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their own immune system fight cancer … with thousands of 
astonishing full recoveries, even in late-stage cancer.  

The recipe gives you a true arsenal of substances that are 
essential for OPTIMAL immune system functioning -- 
including 20 minerals, 12 vitamins, 18 amino acids, 
phytonutrients, monosaccharides, polysaccharides, 
terpenoids, proteins, essential oils, metals, enzymes, and 
more. It floods your body with nutrients and healing 
and protective properties.  

According to Dr. Ivan Danhof, Ph.D., M.D., North Texas 

Research Laboratory in Grand Prairie, Texas, who is 

recognized as one of the world’s top experts on the 

primary ingredient in this recipe and has helped to pioneer 

critical work aimed at isolating its healing agents, 

says… 

“It is in the boosting of the immune system's 

response to antigens (foreign elements in the body) 

that this ingredient has shown the most promise in 

treating cancer. 

 

It is clear from research conducted throughout the 

world over the past 30 years that certain phyto-

therapy substances in this ingredient have very 

dramatic and impressive anti-cancer effects. It 

has demonstrated to enhance the immune system's 

response to cancer, promote the growth of new and 

healthy cells, and reduce the overall viral load 

within the body, thereby revitalizing the body in 

its fight against the cancer.” 

-- Dr. Ivan Danhof, Ph.D., M.D 

 

One of the major benefits of this formula is that is gently 

detoxifies, purifies, and cleanses the entire body. 

When you take the recipe, it performs the recovery and 

revitalization of the immune system with a cleansing 

operation that literally sweeps invading elements from 

the cells. It wrings out the “sponges” of the body that have 

absorbed so many toxins in the attempt to act as a safety 

valve. 

Learn more about this recipe that’s saving people all over 

the world by revitalizing the body in its fight against cancer. 
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EMAIL 4  

Subject 1: Top oncology center validates this “recipe” stops 

cancer… 

Subject 2: Stopping cancer now possible after scientists 

see results of this “recipe” … 

 

“Headline”  

Dear <firstname> 

Dr. Paolo Lissoni, one of the top 
oncologists in the world, had heard that 
an anti-cancer “recipe” discovered in 
Brazil was “curing” thousands of people 
who had all different types of cancer -- 
even late-stage cancer.  

To see if this was true or even possible, 
Dr. Lissoni and 6 other top scientists 
tested the recipe on 240 patients with 
early to late stage “untreatable” metastatic cancer, 
including cancers of the lung, colon, stomach, and 
pancreas.  

The results were ABSOLUTLEY ASTONISHING. See for 
yourself the clinical results quoted from the original 
research at the St. Gerardo Hospital in Milan, department 
of radiation oncology, division of surgery. 

     Some of the patients were treated using only 
chemotherapy, while the others were treated using the 
recipe AND chemotherapy at the same time.  

     According to the study the recipe:   

 “Not only had a direct oncostatic effect, but 
also improved the desired effects and 
results of chemotherapy.” (An “oncostatic 
effect" is one that reduces the occurrence of 
cancers, reduces the severity of cancers that do 
occur, or acts against cancers that occur, based 
on evidence from clinical studies). 
 

  “The percentage of both tumor regressions 
and disease control was significantly higher 
in patients treated with this recipe AND 
chemotherapy than with chemotherapy alone.” 
 

 “The anti-cancer activity of this recipe does not 
depend only on its immune-modulating effect, 
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as believed until now, but also on a direct 
inhibition of cancer cell proliferation 
(spread).” 
 

 “Enhanced chemotherapy in terms of both 
tumor regression rate and survival time as 
well as reducing toxicities.” 
 

 “Asthenia (loss of strength) and/or fatigue 
were significantly less frequent in patients 
treated with the recipe AND chemotherapy than 
in those who received chemotherapy alone.” 
 

 “Corrects the most frequent side-effects of 
chemo ... constipation was significantly less 
frequent” (in those who received the recipe). 
 

 “Was well tolerated in all patients and no 
undesirable side effects were observed.” 
 

What IS this anti-cancer recipe? 

CLICK HERE to read the full report. 

 

EMAIL 5  

Subject 1: How to stop your body’s cancer “grow” 

messages (signals?)… 

Subject 2: …How to stop cancer cells from communicating, 

which is how they grow… 

 

“Headline”  

Dear <firstname> 

Did you know that when someone has cancer, 500 million 

NEW cancer cells grow in their body every single day? It’s 

true … and this is precisely how cancer becomes such an 

uncontrollable disease. 

 As Dr. Johanna Budwig of the 

Budwig Center explains, “Cancer 

becomes uncontrollable when 

each day the body produces 

some 500 million new cells -- and 

these 'new cells' are a mirror 

image or 'photocopy' of the original cells.” 

 

“If the original cell is damaged, then the copy will be 
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damaged as well. That is why we need to correct the 

'original document' -- the DNA. Otherwise it will keep 

producing millions and trillions of defective 'copies.'”  

The implications of this faulty messaging are staggering 

because cancerous cells never stop communicating to 

proliferate. Therefore, to stop cancer, cancer's 

communication system must be shut down.  

Scientists have recently discovered that the main 

ingredient in a newly discovered anti-cancer “recipe” from 

Brazil, Aloe Arborescens, actually STOPS cancerous cells 

from communicating. 

Aloe Arborescens (not to be confused with Aloe Vera) 

contains unique sugars called mannans (mannan 

polysaccharides), which enhance cellular communication 

— both within and between cells. 

Mannans are responsible for billions of messages which 

are part of a crucial "telegraph” system capable of 

preventing or slowing down cancer. When 

communication sequences in and between cancer cells are 

disrupted, it induces apoptosis, or cell death.  

According to Dr. Ivan Danhof, Ph.D., M.D., North Texas 

Research Laboratory, Grand Prairie, Texas, who is 

recognized as one of the world’s top experts on aloe and 

has helped to pioneer critical work aimed at isolating aloe’s 

healing agents: 

“To maintain a healthy body, cells must ‘talk’ to 

each other. Like thousands of different ‘keys’ 

projecting from the cell surface, they either unlock 

the required functions of the adjoining cell or not. If 

the right keys are available, the body functions 

smoothly. If not, it doesn't. 

The best source for these special, long chain 

molecules has proven to be a specific type and 

properly processed aloe.” 

Not all aloe is created equally. Learn how this specific type 

of aloe, when properly processed, gives your body active 

anti-cancer properties that can stop cancer and many other 

diseases. 

CLICK HERE to learn more 

 

EMAIL 6  
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Subject 1: Why haven’t you heard of this cancer “cure” 

when so many are dying? 

Subject 2: With so many dying of cancer, why isn’t this 

“cure” known to everyone? 

 

“Headline” 

Dear <firstname> 

Hopefully by now you’ve read about the many doctors and 
scientists who have recently found a unique anti-cancer 
“recipe” that’s actually WORKING. It’s literally putting 
thousands of cancer patients -- even late-stage cancer -- 
into permanent remission.  
 
So why haven’t you heard of this cancer “cure” when 
so many are dying? 

The World Cancer Organization reports that ONE in FOUR 
men and ONE in FIVE women die from cancer every year. 
And that, by 2030, over 21 million people worldwide are 
expected die from cancer.  

When one sees that even the wealthiest celebrities and 
powerful people get cancer, fight it, but still painfully 
deteriorate and die, you realize that even the “best care 
money can buy” is often worthless.  
 
Unfortunately, many doctors can't 
tell you about this anti-cancer 
“recipe” discovered in Brazil or 
any “natural or alternative health 
therapies” and stay 
employed. Insurance 
regulations would preclude 
such suggestions.  

Many doctors could get into administrative trouble by 
recommending non-drug treatments for cancer. And of 
course there are many doctors who just don't know such 
natural solutions exist. 

But the TRUTH is evident, according to many doctors and 
scientists, including Dr. David W. Tanton, Ph.D. In his 
book, “Taking the Mystery Out Of Cancer: Cancer 
Prevention and Cure Is Possible,” which is based on a half 
century of research pulled together from some of the most 
brilliant scientists in the entire world, Dr. 
Tanton explains how: 

“Over and over, alternative 

therapies have cured cancer 
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victims, when traditional therapies (surgery, 

radiation, and chemotherapy) have failed miserably. 

After doctors gave patients their ultimate death 

sentences, (normally a few months to live), it was 

then in desperation that some finally turned to 

alternative therapies, which quite often totally 

resolves the cancer.” 

--Dr. David W. Tanton, Ph.D., Holistic Nutrition, 

Clayton College of Natural Healing 

 

CLICK HERE so you don’t miss learning about this anti-

cancer “recipe” that’s saving thousands of lives. 

 

 

 

EMAIL 7 

Subject 1: Before you go, please consider this… 

Dear <firstname> 

This is the last email I’ll send you for a while, but for your 

sake and the sake of your family and friends, I hope you 

spent a few minutes to learn about the anti-cancer, 

immunity-boosting “recipe” that I’ve been telling you about.  

If you don't believe all the healing stories from real people 

... if you don't believe the health practitioners who are 

prescribing it to their cancer patients ... at least believe the 

evidence-based science that proves the recipe stops the 

growth and spread of cancer -- and eliminates chemo's 

painful side effects. 

And please, before you go today, consider this… 

Forward this email or the link to this website report 

(www.aloeimmuneformula.com) to everyone you care 

about -- especially to someone who's presently battling 

cancer or any disease for that matter as soon as possible.  

There isn't a person on earth who cannot benefit from 

this recipe. You'll make a tremendous difference in 

someone's life by sending them this report -- and you 

might even save a life!  

file:///C:/Users/Elin/Documents/The%20Write%20Effect/Clients/Aloe/Emails/www.aloeimmuneformula.com
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Father Romano Zago and Deca Aloe wish you and all 

around you a life filled with vibrant health and freedom 

from disease! 

 


